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AQ1

Abstract. We propose a new bio-plausible model based on the visual
systems of Drosophila for estimating angular velocity of image motion in
insects’ eyes. The model implements both preferred direction motion
enhancement and non-preferred direction motion suppression which
is discovered in Drosophila’s visual neural circuits recently to give a
stronger directional selectivity. In addition, the angular velocity detecting model (AVDM) produces a response largely independent of the spatial frequency in grating experiments which enables insects to estimate
the ﬂight speed in cluttered environments. This also coincides with the
behaviour experiments of honeybee ﬂying through tunnels with stripes
of diﬀerent spatial frequencies.
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Introduction

Insects though with a mini-brain have very complex visual processing systems
which is the fundamental of the motion detection. How visual information are
processed, especially how insects estimate ﬂight speed have been met with strong
interest for a long time. Here we use Drosophila as instance whose visual processing pathways have been researched the most among insects by using both
anatomy, two-photon imaging and electron microscope technologies, to explain
generally how signals are processed in insects’ visual systems, inspiring us to
build up new bio-plausible neural network for estimating angular velocity of
image motion.
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Drosophila have tens of thousands of ommatidia, each of which has its small
lens containing 8 photoreceptors R1-R8 sending their axons into the optic lobe
to form a visual column. Optic lobe, as the most important part of the visual
system, consists of four retinotopically organized layers, lamina, medulla, lobula
and lobula plate. The number of columns in optic lobe is the same with the
number of ommatidia [1]. Each column contains roughly one hundred neurons
and can process light intensity increments (ON) and decrements (OFF) signals
in parallel way simultaneously [2]. In each column, visual signals of light change
can be transformed to motion signals by this visual system with ON and OFF
pathways [3] (see Fig. 1). Visual signals of light change can be transformed to
motion signals by these two pathways in each column [3] (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Visual system of Drosophila with ON and OFF pathways. In each column
of the visual system, the motion information are mainly captured by photoreceptors
R1-R6, and processed by lamina cells L1-L3, medulla neurons (Mi1, Mi9, Tm1, Tm2,
Tm3, Tm9) and T4, T5 neurons. The lobula plate functioning as a map of visual motion
which has four layers representing four cardinal directions (front to back, back to front,
upward and downward). T4 and T5 cells showing both preferred motion enhancement
and non-preferred direction suppression are ﬁrst to give a strong directional selectivity
[5]. This ﬁgure referenced Takemura and Arenz’s ﬁgures [3, 4].

How the visual system we describe above detects motions has been researched
for a long time. Hassenstein and Richardt proposed an elementary motion detector (EMD) model to describe how animals sense motion [6]. This HR detector
uses two neighbouring viewpoints as a pair to form a detecting unit. The delayed
signal from one input multiplies the signal from another without delay to get
a directional response (Fig. 2a). This ensures the motion of preferred direction
have a higher response than non-preferred direction. Another competing model
called BL model, proposed by Barlow and Levick implements the non-preferred
direction suppression instead [7]. BL detector uses signal from one input without
delay to divide the input from another delayed arm located on preferred side to
get a directional selective response (Fig. 2b). Both models can be implemented
in Drosophila’s visual system since patch-clamp recordings showed a temporal
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delay for Mi1 regard to Tm3 in ON pathway and Tm1 with regard to Tm2
in OFF pathway [8]. This also provides the neural fundamental for delay and
correlation mechanism.

Fig. 2. Contrast of the Motion detectors. (a) In Hassenstein-Reichardt detector, a
delayed signal from left photoreceptor multiplies the signal from right to give a preferred
direction enhancement response. (b) In Barlow-Levick detector, a delayed signal from
right divides the signal from left to suppress null direction response. (c) A recently proposed Full T4 detector combines both PD enhancement and ND suppression. (d) Proposed angular velocity detecting unit (AVDU) detector combines the enhancement and
suppression with a diﬀerent structure.

Recently, a HR/BL hybrid model called Full T4 model has been proposed
based on the ﬁnding that both preferred enhancement and non-preferred suppression is functioning in Drosophila’s visual circuits [9]. The motion detector
they proposed consists of three input elements. The delayed signal from left arm
multiplies the undelayed signal from middle arm, and then the product is divided
by the delayed signal from right arm to give the ﬁnal response (Fig. 2c). Circuits
connecting T4 or T5 cells that are anatomically qualiﬁed to implement both two
mechanisms also give a support to this hybrid model [3]. According to their simulation, this model structure can produce a stronger directional selectivity than
HR model and BL model. However, one problem of the models we mentioned
above is that they prefer particular temporal frequency and cause the ambiguity
that a response could correspond to two diﬀerent speeds. Though they can give
a directional response for motion, it’s hard to estimate the motion speed. So
these models can only explain part of the motion detection, while some of the
descending neurons, according to Ibbotson’s records, shows that the response
grows monotonically as the angular velocity increases [10]. What’s more, the
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response is largely independent with the spatial frequency of the stimulus, which
is also coincident with the corridor behaviour experiments of honeybee [11].
In order to solve this problem, Riabinina presents a angular velocity detector
mainly based on HR model [12]. The key point of this model is that it uses
the summation of the absolute values of excitation caused by diﬀerentiation of
signal intensity over time, which is strongly related to the temporal frequency
and independent of the angular velocity, as the denominator to eliminate the
temporal dependence of the ﬁnal output. Cope argues that this model simulates
a circuit that separates to the optomotor circuit which requires more additional
neurons and costs more energy. Instead, Cope proposes a more bio-plausible
model as an extension to the optomotor circuit which uses the ratio of two HR
model with diﬀerent delays [13]. The main idea is that the ratio of two bell
shaped response curves with diﬀerent optimal temporal frequencies can make a
monotonic response to eliminate the ambiguity. The problem is that the delays
is chose by undetermined coeﬃcients method, and need to be ﬁnely tuned which
may weaken the robustness of the model.
Neural structure under recent researches inspires us building up a new angular velocity detection model. We agree that visual motion detection systems is
complex and should have three or more input elements like Full T4 model as the
new researches indicate. But the structure of the models with both enhancement
and suppression implemented can be very diﬀerent from Full T4 model. Here we
give an example AVDU (Fig. 2d) for reference. AVDU (angular velocity detector
unit) uses the product of the delayed signal from left arm and undelayed signal
from middle arm to divide by the product of the delayed signal from middle
arm and undelayed one from right arm. This structure combines the HR and BL
model together to give a directional motion response. What’s more, according
to our simulation, AVDU is suitable as a fundamental unit for angular velocity
detection model that is largely independent to spatial frequency of the grating
pattern.

2

Results

Based on proposed AVDU detector, we build up the angular velocity detecting
model (AVDM) to estimate visual motion velocity in insects’ eyes. AVDM consists of an ommatidial pattern with 27 horizontal by 36 vertical ommatidia per
eye to cover the ﬁeld of view which is 270◦ horizontally by 180◦ vertically. Each
3 adjacent ommatidia in the horizontal direction form a detector for horizontal progressive image motion. And each detector consists of two AVDUs with
diﬀerent sampling rates to produce a directional response for preferred progressive motion (i.e. image motion on left eye when ﬂying backward). The ratio of
two AVDUs with diﬀerent sampling rates then produce a response largely independent of the spatial frequencies of the sinusoidal grating. The output of all
detectors then are summed and averaged to give a response representing the
velocity of the visual image motion (see Fig. 3).
We simulated the OFF pathway of the Drosophila’s visual neural circuits
when the sinusoidal grating moving in preferred direction. The normalized
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Fig. 3. Angular velocity detecting model. The model use three neighbouring photoreceptors as a unit and each unit contains two AVDUs with diﬀerent sampling rates. The
output is then averaged over the whole visual ﬁeld to give the ﬁnal response.

responses of AVDM over diﬀerent velocities and spatial periods in contrast
of experimental results [14] can been seen from Fig. 4. The response curves of
AVDM are generally in accordance with the experimental data. Especially when
the spatial period is 14◦ , the curve shows a notable lower response than other
spatial periods. This might be caused by the suppression of high temporal frequency of T4/T5 cells [4] since the descending neurons are located downstream
of optomotor circuit. This can also be explained by Jonathan’s research on spatial frequency tuning of bumblebee Bombus impatiens which indicates that high
spatial frequency aﬀects the speed estimation [15]. And this will be discussed in
later researches.
In order to get a more general results, the spatial period of the grating and
the angular velocity of the image motion are chosen widely (Fig. 5). All response
curves under diﬀerent periods show nearly monotonic increasing potential. And
the responses weakly depend on the spatial period of the grating. This coincides
with the responses of the descending neurons according to Ibbotson’s records
[10,14]. And this is important for insects estimating ﬂight speed or gauging
distance of foraging journey in a clutter environment.
Though the results of Riabinina’s model use diﬀerent velocity and spatial
frequency metric and Cope’s model use spikes as the ﬁnal output, the trend of
the curves can show the performances of the models. So we give their results here
as reference (Fig. 6). In general, AVDM performs better than Riabinina’s model
whose response curves of 4 diﬀerent spatial frequencies are separate from each
other [12]. Cope’s model is more bio-plausible than Riabinina’s model which
is based on optomotor circuit. But it only performs well when the speed is
around 100 deg/s, and the semilog coordinate outstands that part, while honeybee mainly maintains a constant angular velocity of 200–300 deg/s in open
ﬂight [16]. Another problem of Cope’s model is that the response of grating with
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Fig. 4. Contrast of AVDM and experimental records under diﬀerent angular velocities.
(a) The responses of AVDM over diﬀerent spatial periods. (b) The responses of one
type of descending neuron (DNIII4 ) over diﬀerent spatial periods based on Ibbotson’s
records [14].

very high frequency should be lower rather than maintain spatial independence
according to Ibbotson’s records on descending neuron [10,14]. Our model AVDM
uses a bandpass temporal frequency ﬁlter simulated by experimental data [4] to
deal with this problem. As you can see, AVDM produces a lower response when
the spatial period is 14◦ and shows response largely independence on spatial
period ranging from 36◦ to 72◦ (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Responses of AVDM over diﬀerent spatial periods under diﬀerent angular velocities.
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Fig. 6. Contrast of responses of two other models. (a) Riabinina’s model uses rad/s
as the velocity metric and the spatial frequencies is 10 m−1 (solid), 20 m−1 (dashed),
30 m−1 (dotted) and 40 m−1 (dot-dashed) [12]. (b) Cope’s model uses spikes to represent the model response and uses method of undetermined coeﬃcients to decide the
two delays of the correlation system [13].

3

Methods

c The MathWorks, Inc.), And the
All simulations were carried out in Matlab (
layout of the AVDM neural layers is given below.
3.1

Input Signals Simulation

The input signal is simulated using two dimensional images frames with sinusoidal grating moving across the vision. AVDU1 processes all input images while
AVDU2 only samples half the total images. The spatial period λ (deg) of the
grating and the moving speed V (deg/s) are treated as variables. This naturally
induces a temporal frequency of V/λ (Hz) and an angular frequency ω = 2πV /λ.
Considering the sinusoidal grating moving in visual ﬁeld of the detecting
unit with three receptors A, B and C, let I0 be the mean light intensity, then
the signal in receptor A can be expressed as I0 + m · sin(ωt). Let Δφ denotes
the angular separation between the neighbouring receptors, then the signal of
receptor B is I0 + m · sin(ω(t − Δφ/V )), and the signal of receptor C is I0 + m ·
sin(ω(t − 2Δφ/V )). So the input signal of one eye can be expressed as:
Ix,y (t) = I0 + m · sin(ω(t − yΔφ/V )),

(1)

where (x, y) denotes the location of the ommatidium.
3.2

AVDM Neural Layers

(1) Photoreceptor. The ﬁrst layer of the AVDM neural network receiving the
input signals of light intensity change to get the primary information of visual
motion:
(2)
Px,y (t) = Ix,y (t) − Ix,y (t − 1).
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(2) ON & OFF Pathways. The luminance changes are separated to two
pathways according to the neural structures of the Drosophila visual systems,
with ON representing light increments and OFF representing light decrements:
ON
(t) = (Px,y (t) + |Px,y (t)|)/2,
Px,y
OF F
(t) = |(Px,y (t) − |P x, y(t)|)|/2.
Px,y

(3)

(3) Delay and Correlation. The signals are delayed and correlated following
the structure of AVDU. Here we take one AVDU as example, let S1 , S2 , S3 donate
the input signal of photoreceptor A (left), B (middle), C (right), and S1D , S2D
donate the temporal delayed signal of A and B, then we have the following
expression:
S1D (t) = m · [sin(ω(t + ΔT )) − sin(ω(t − 1 + ΔT ))] ≈ M · cos[ω(t + ΔT )], (4)
similarly we can get S2 ≈ M ·cos[ω(t−Δφ/V )], S2D ≈ M ·cos[ω(t−Δφ/V +ΔT )]
and S3 ≈ M · cos[ω(t − 2Δφ/V )], where ΔT is the temporal delay of the model.
According to the structure of AVDU, the response of the detector can be
expressed as (S1D · S2 )/(S2D · S3 ), where the bar means the response is averaged
over a time period to remove ﬂuctuation caused by oscillatory input. What’s
more, we set a lower bound of 0.01 on denominator to avoid the output being
too high. This also can be explained by the tonic ﬁring rate of neurons.
(4) Ratio and Average. If we set temporal delay as 6ms, and take two sampling rates as 1ms per frame and 2ms per frame, then we can get the responses
of AVDU under diﬀerent angular velocities, spatial periods and sampling rates.
According to our simulation, though the response curves of diﬀerent sampling
rates have diﬀerent values, the shapes are very similar. That means that using
the ratio of the responses under diﬀerent sampling rates can largely get rid of the
inﬂuence of spatial frequency. The output of detectors each composed of three
neighboring photoreceptors are then summed up and averaged over the whole
visual ﬁeld.
(5) Band-Pass Temporal Frequency Filter. We use the records of temporal tuning of the Drosophila to simulate the band-pass temporal frequency ﬁlter
here [4]. According to Arenz’s experiments, the tuning optimum of the temporal frequency will shift from 1 Hz to 5 Hz with application of the octopamine
agonist CDM (simulating the Drosophila shifts from still to ﬂying). So we set
the temporal frequency ﬁlter as a bell-shaped response curve which achieves its
optimum at 5 Hz under semilog coordinate. In fact HR completed model can
naturally be a temporal frequency ﬁlter with little modiﬁcation since it has a
particular temporal frequency preferred bell-shaped curve.
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Discussion

We proposed a bio-plausible model, the angular velocity detecting model
(AVDM), for estimating the image motion velocity using the latest neural circuits discoveries of the Drosophila visual systems. We presented a new structure
AVDU as a part of the model to implement both preferred direction motion
enhancement and non-preferred direction motion suppression, which is found in
Drosophila’s neural circuits to make a stronger directional selectivity. And we use
the ratio of two AVDUs with diﬀerent sampling rates to give spatial frequency
independent responses for estimating the angular velocity. In addition this can
be used as the fundamental part of the visual odometer by integrating the output
the AVDM. This also provides a possible explanation about how visual motion
detection circuits connecting the descending neurons in the ventral nerve cord.
Using the ratio of two AVDUs with diﬀerent sampling rates is twofold. One of
the reason is that it can be realized in neural circuits naturally since one AVDU
only needs to process part of the visual information while the structure and even
the delay of two AVDUs are the same. It’s easier than using the ratio of two
HR-detectors with diﬀerent delays as Cope’s model did [13], because signals are
passed with two diﬀerent delays means there should have two neurotransmitters
in one circuit or there are two circuits. Another reason is that the response of
individual AVDU is largely dependent on the spatial frequency of the grating,
and the ratio of diﬀerent sampling rates, according to our simulation, can get
rid of the inﬂuence of the spatial frequency.
Here we only simulate ON pathway of the visual systems with T4 cells.
OFF pathway dealing with brightness decrements is similar. Further, models for
forward, upward and downward motion detector can be constructed using the
same structure since they can be parallel processed.
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